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Abstract: Automated generalization of road network data is of great concern to the map generalization community because of the importance of road data and the difficulty involved. Complex
junctions are where roads meet and join in a complicated way and identifying them is a key issue
in road network generalization. In addition to their structural complexity, complex junctions don’t
have regular geometric boundary and their representation in spatial data is scale-dependent. All
these together make them hard to identify. Existing methods use geometric and topological statistics
to characterize and identify them, and are thus error-prone, scale-dependent and lack generality.
More significantly, they cannot ensure the integrity of complex junctions. This study overcomes the
obstacles by clarifying the topological boundary of a complex junction, which provides the basis
for straightforward identification of them. Test results show the proposed method can find and
isolate complex junctions in a road network with their integrity and is able to handle different road
representations. The integral identification achieved can help to guarantee connectivity among roads
when simplifying complex junctions, and greatly facilitate the geometric and semantic simplification
of them.
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1. Introduction
Map generalization is a special variant of spatial modelling, which involves deriving
a less detailed spatial representation from a detailed one and was traditionally performed
manually by cartographers [1]. In digital environment, generalization of spatial data is the
basis of constructing multiscale representations in spatial databases and is highly desired
to be automated [2,3].
Generalization demands highly intelligent processing of spatial data and is very difficult to automate in general [1,4]. Great effort has been made to its automation in the past
half century [5]. In the last three decades, significant progress has been made on transforming data representation [6,7], enriching data semantics [5,8], and developing intelligent
algorithms [9–11]. Some of the achievements have been applied in data production [12,13].
Generalization of road network data has been among the greatest concern of generalization researchers and practitioners due to the importance of road data and the difficulty
involved [6,14,15]. Lots of research have been carried out on road selection [16–18], analysis of
patterns in road networks [19–21], and techniques for enriching road data semantics [22–24].
This study is particularly concerned with the identification of complex junctions in
a road network. Complex junctions are where roads meet and join in a complicated way,
and properly simplify them is a key issue in road network generalization [25–27]. Unlike
simple planar junctions, such as crossings and T-junctions where major roads directly
intersect by themselves, complex junctions can be planar ones with slip roads for smooth
turning and can be grade-separated interchanges with ramps for bridging gaps in height.
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What is more, they can be very complex in structure and twisted in shape. To simplify
the representation of such junctions without breaking the connectivity among the relevant
roads, it is necessary to first identify them precisely in the network of roads [25,26].
Identifying complex junctions in a road network has been shown to be quite challenging by previous studies due to the difficulties in definitely characterizing them and
ascertaining their boundary in the network [21,27]. Mackaness and Mackechnie [25] characterized complex junctions as where nodes of road intersection are dense and proposed
a density analysis approach to detecting them. By carefully tuning the density threshold,
complex junctions as a collection of densely clustered nodes could be identified, although
street blocks might be wrongly included as well. Savino et al. [23,26] noticed node density did not work in some cases. They used statistics of redundant circles (or loops in
topological terms) to characterize different forms of complex junctions and tried to detect
them by searching for such circles in a road network. Touya [19] applied the method of
Grosso [28] to detect highway interchanges. Their method is similar to that of Mackaness
and Mackechnie [25]. But, instead of ordinary intersection nodes, they used fork and
y-nodes which were considered more characteristic of highway interchanges. Similarly,
Zhou and Li [27] took a complex junction as a collection of simple junctions, including T-,
fork and crossing junctions etc. Like Savino et al. [23,26], they attempted to characterize
and detect different forms of complex junctions with their compositional statistics of the
simple junctions.
As can be seen, existing methods are all based on statistical analysis of geometric and
topological properties of complex junctions. They therefore suffer from the problem of
threshold setting. Real world complex junctions vary greatly in node density, enclosed
shape and size, and structural form. Thresholds of them inevitably vary from area to area
and city to city due to spatial heterogeneity. What is more, there was no definition of
the boundary of a complex junction included in those methods. Therefore, they cannot
identify complex junctions with their integrity, as the boundary would change with the
thresholds used. Further, junction representation is scale-dependent. A change from
single-line representation of roads to dual-line one can make a complex junction very
different in geometry and topology. Currently, no known methods deal with such scaledependence explicitly.
We took a structural pattern approach to identifying complex junctions. According
to the domain knowledge of junction design [29,30], complex junctions are those having
secondary roads, such as slip roads and ramps, to help primary roads join smoothly. In
that sense, a complex junction can be structurally defined in topological terms no matter
how complicated it is. That definition opens a gate to a straightforward way to identify
complex junctions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. From the perspective of road and
junction design, Section 2 formalizes a structural pattern of complex junctions, which
characterizes them in a scale-independent way and defines the exact topological boundary
of them. A simple algorithm based on that pattern is then proposed for identifying
complex junctions in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental test of applying the method to a
challenging case of real-world road network and a comparison between this method and a
conventional one are presented. The influences of errors in input data on the identification
are discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, scale-dependence during identifying complex
junctions and relation between primary-secondary roads and road network generalization
are discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Topological Boundary of a Complex Junction
As analyzed above, more essential characteristics of complex junctions need to be
revealed to provide more effective basis for identifying them. We turn to the domain
knowledge of road and junction design and formulate a topological definition of the
complex junction.
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Figure 1. A schematic road network T for illustrating primary roads, secondary roads, and complex
junctions.

The above conception of complex junctions needs to be formalized to be rigorous and
made computable. To do so, we transform the ordinary segment-based representation
of a road network to a stroke-based representation, and further on to a dual topological
representation (or dual network for brevity). The concept of road stroke was proposed by
Thomson and Richardson [33], which refers to a concatenation of road segments according
to the principle of good continuity. Intuitively, instead of road segment it is road stroke
that naturally corresponds to the concept of road in everyday use. The road stroke has
been widely accepted and used in road network analysis since its proposed [18,19,32]. In
fact, the labels in Figure 1 are those of road strokes instead of road segments. Therefore,
the road network T in Figure 1 used the stroke-based representation.
The dual network of a stroke-based road network is widely used in topological analysis
of road networks [34–36]. In the dual network, a road is turned into a node and there is an
edge between two nodes if the two roads they represent intersect. To illustrate, the dual
network of road network T shown in Figure 1 is presented in Figure 2. As can be seen,
each road in Figure 1 is now a node in Figure 2. In addition, there is an edge between two
roads (i.e., nodes) if they intersect. In Figure 1, the intersection relationship among roads is
indicated by the line colors. Generally, if two lines intersect, the two roads they represent
intersect. Exceptions are the cases in which a light grey line intersects with a dark grey line.
In other words, road a does not intersect either road f or g, and neither does b. Therefore,
the dual network of T is like that shown in Figure 2, where there are not edges between a
and f, a and g, b and f, and b and g.
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counterparts, g and b, of node f and a in the dual network. By the multi-line processing, P
contains the nodes of complex junction’s boundary as (a, b, f, g).
(6) P expanding: prepare three sets for temporary use: first for the unexpanded
appropriate nodes of secondary road neighboring with the processing one (T), second for
collecting primary roads involved in the process of expanding (TP) and third for collecting
secondary roads during expanding (TS). For each unexpanded node x in P, clear T, fetch all
of x’s neighboring unexpanded appropriate secondary roads, and put them into T. For each
unexpanded node (y) in T, clear TS and TP, recursively expand y till some primary roads
are reached, and put the roads obtained in the process of expanding (including y) into TS
or TP respectively. If any node in TP is one in P other than x, put all those in TS and TP into
S and P respectively if they are not there yet, and mark those added into S as expanded
and leave those added into P as unexpanded. If x is connected to any node in S, mark it
as expanded. Otherwise, remove x from P. The P expanding of node f, g, a, b in the dual
network is shown in Figure 7. By P expanding, S contains its interior nodes as (k, l, m, n).
(7) Local recursion: repeat step 5–6 till all nodes in both P and S are expanded;
(8) Collecting results: now a complex junction j has just been identified, for which P
contains its boundary primary roads and S contains its interior secondary roads. Mark the
nodes in S as processed in SG, put j into J, and clear sd. Figure 8 shows an example of a
complex junction with its node collections.
(9) Global recursion: repeat step 2–8 to find more complex junctions in the road network.
Regarding the algorithm, some explanation may be helpful. It is worth noting that step
4 expands outward from the seed node of a complex junction, while step 6 first expands
inward from its boundary nodes of primary road, and then outward to other boundary
nodes. Additionally, note the simple processing in step 5 makes the algorithm applicable
to the dual-line and multi-line representations of roads in addition to the single-line one.
What is more, the result obtained in step 8 is stroke-based and can be easily transformed to
a segment-based representation which specifies the boundary and interior of a complex
junction in terms of road segment and segment node. As can be seen, the overall process is
basically a traversal of the dual network and is therefore highly efficient. A demonstration
of the algorithm will be given in the next section.
4. Experimental Tests and Result Analysis
A challenging road network of real world was used to test the proposed method.
The test dataset covers a 6 km by 4 km area of city San Diego, California, US, which is
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the roads were represented as segments in the dataset
as indicated by their ends, the light grey dots on the map. The dataset used the dual-line
representation for dual carriageways. It contained nineteen complex junctions, which were
labeled from one to nineteen for easy reference. The rough extents of the complex junctions
are circled with the black dotted ellipses on the map. As shown, the complex junctions
vary greatly in size and complexity and are embedded in thousands of roads. The dataset
is therefore considered challenging and suitable for testing if the proposed method can
integrally identify complex junctions embedded in the surroundings, and also if it can deal
with both the single-line and dual-line representations of roads.
The data was preprocessed with ESRI ArcGIS Desktop 10.2.2. Stroke assembling,
counterpart pairing, and the derivation of the primary-or-secondary type of roads were
based on road attributes, mainly road names and height grades, which is an attribute
indicate whether two intersected road segments of 2-D plane in database connect with each
other. Thanks to the quality of road attribute data, all of the software-based preprocessing
turned out to be of high accuracy in terms of percentage of correct inferences, but there
were errors. Manual check and error correction were performed after each main step of
software-based preprocessing to ensure clean input to the next step.
The results of each main preprocessing step are all shown on the map in Figure 9.
About 1000 strokes were obtained from near 3000 segments in the test data. Each of the
strokes was uniquely colored on the map to be distinguishable from the surroundings,
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scheme. The paired dual lines were indicated by their light grey background on the map.
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The secondary roads were indicated by their yellow background on the map.

Figure 9. The test dataset and its preprocessing results after manual correction. The end points of the road segments in the
raw data are represented by the light grey dots. The nineteen complex junctions to be identified are labeled from one to
nineteen. The rough extents of the complex junctions are circled with the black dotted ellipses. The strokes assembled are
uniquely colored using a random coloring scheme. The paired dual lines are indicated by their light grey background. The
secondary roads are indicated by their yellow background.

Finally, the dual network of the stroke-based representation of the dataset was generated and used for identification. We take complex junction No. 9 as shown in Figure 10 as
an instance to demonstrate the transformation and identification processes. Although No.
9’s internal structure is not very complicated, its surrounding setting is more complicated
than most of the others in the test area. It is next to No. 3 and No. 10, and connects five
strokes of primary roads, i.e., (a, b, c, d, e), among which a and b are dual and the other
three are single-line.
To simply the demonstration, we have complex junction No.9 and its surroundings
clipped to concentrate on. The resulting road network N is shown in Figure 10, where the
roads of concern are labeled for reference. Its dual network is shown in Figure 11. As can
be interpreted from Figure 10, roads a–n are primary and o–v are secondary. In addition,
a and b are dual. So, o–v were greyed, and a and b were grouped by a dotted ellipse in
Figure 11. The dashed ellipse doesn’t represent information known up to now and is drawn
to help visualize the composition of complex junction No.9, which is to be identified.
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With the dual network DN , complex junction No.9 can be identified by the algorithm
proposed. Table 1 lists the steps of the identification process, in which the states of each
step are given.
The result of identification in the test network is shown on the map in Figure 12. For
an identified complex junction, its secondary roads are in the same bright color while the
participant primary roads are in black as one primary road can participate in more than
one complex junctions. The rest roads that are not part of the complex junctions are in
light grey.
From the test result, some properties of the algorithm can be observed. Firstly, the
algorithm identified all the nineteen complex junctions with their respective integrity.
Figure
11. Dual
network
DN of roadjunctions
network N.
In other
words,
no complex
to be identified were missed; no non-complexjunction parts of the road network were mistakenly included in the identification result;
no component roads of any junction were missed; and no non-component roads were
mistakenly included in any junction. The integral identification results come from the
deterministic nature of the algorithm, which is based on the definite topological boundary
of the complex junction. With that said, it is not to claim the algorithm is error-tolerant, but
rather it is integrity-maintaining when the input is clean. The influence of errors in input
data will be discussed in Section 5.
Secondly, the algorithm turned out to be adaptable as anticipated. It worked for the
simply structured complex junctions like No. 12–19, and the complicatedly structured ones
like No. 1–11. It worked for the small ones like No. 12–19, the medium ones like No. 1, 2, 4,
5, 8, 9, 10, and 11, and the large ones like No. 3, 6 and 7. It worked for the single-line ones
like No. 12–19, the dual-line ones like No. 1, 3 and 7, and the mixture ones like No. 2, 4, 5,
6, 8, 9, 10 and 11.
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Table 1. The steps and states of the algorithm in identifying complex junction No.9 in DN (the changed states are in bold in each step).
S
Global initialization

Seeding
Local initialization
S expanding, p
Multi-line processing
P expanding, a
expanding, o
P expanding, b
expanding, q
expanding, r
P expanding, c
P expanding, d
Multi-line processing
P expanding, e
Collecting results

P

sd

T

TS

TP

/
/
/
/
/
/
Notes: (1) s, t, u, and v are not eligible for seeding in DN as each of them connects to one road only;
(2) without loss of generality, suppose s, t, u, and v are tried first and then p is picked as the seed.
/
/
p
/
/
/
(p)
()
p
/
/
/
(p’)
(a, c, d)
p
/
/
/
(p’)
(a, b, c, d)
p
/
/
/
(o, p’)
(a’, b, c, d)
p
(o)
()
()
(o’, p’)
(a’, b, c, d)
p
(o)
(o)
(a, c, d)
(o’, p’, q, r)
(a’, b’, c, d)
p
(q, r)
()
()
(o’, p’, q’, r)
(a’, b’, c, d, e)
p
(q, r)
(q)
(b, c, e)
(o’, p’, q’, r’)
(a’, b’, c, d, e)
p
(q, r)
(r)
(b, c, e)
(o’, p’, q’, r’)
(a’, b’, c’, d, e)
p
()
()
()
(o’, p’, q’, r’)
(a’, b’, c’, d’, e)
p
()
()
()
Local recursion: proceed to Multi-line processing as there may be new nodes in P.
(o’, p’, q’, r’)
(a’, b’, c’, d’, e)
p
/
/
/
(o’, p’, q’, r’)
(a’, b’, c’, d’, e’)
p
()
()
()
Local recursion: proceed to the next step as all node in S and P are expanded.
(o’, p’, q’, r’)
(a’, b’, c’, d’, e’)
/
/
/
/
Global recursion: proceed to Seeding
Seeding: return J and quit. As all nodes in SG are processed.

SG

J

(o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v)

()

(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)

()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()

(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)
(o, p, q, r, s’, t’, u’, v’)

()
()

(o’, p’, q’, r’, s’, t’, u’, v’)

(No. 9)
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Figure 12. The result of applying the proposed method to the test dataset. For an identified complex junction, its secondary
roads are in the same bright color while the participant primary roads are in black as one primary road can participate in
more than one complex junctions. The rest roads that are not part of the complex junctions are in light grey.

Thirdly, the algorithm was not affected by geometric complexity of junctions as it
is based on the topological relationship among roads. For No. 4 and 11, which are not
connected but look very much like one complex junction instead of two, the algorithm did
not combine them. For No. 5 and 6, of which the geometric extents are almost overlapping,
the algorithm did not mix them up. For No. 6, it correctly gathered the four secondary
roads that are quite apart but integrally connect the four primary roads (or six primary
road strokes), among which two are dual and the other two are single-line.
A comparison between this method and the conventional one, which defines complex
junctions as dense regions of vertices, proposed by Mackaness and Mackechnie in 1999
is conducted in this study. Figure 13 shows the result of complex junction recognitions
generated from a hierarchical clustering method [27], which was applied to detect dense
regions of vertices in this comparison. By testing the thresholds involved in the clustering
approach rigorously, we finally set the Distance, which means the maximum distance
between points in a cluster, at 130 m, and the least number of points in a cluster at 4.
It can be seen most of the clusters are outside the targets through comparison with
the complex junctions highlighted in Figure 12. In addition to the error detected regions,
the complex junctions were identified with several defects. The missed complex junctions
like No. 8 and 13, the overfitting ones like No. 4, 12 and 14–19, the other ones with various
degree of inexactness, including missing intersections, overfitting or both, like No. 1, 2, 3,
5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11. More detail were discussed in the previous studies [25–27].
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Figure 13. Complex junction detections using the approach proposed by Mackaness and Mackechnie (1999). The nineteen
labels of the complex junctions to be identified are in two grey levels. Dark grey for various degree of inexactness, and light
grey for overfitting. For those completely missing identified complex junctions, red dashed ellipses are used to circle the
extents of concern.

5. Influence of Errors in Input Data
As can be seen from the above experiment, preprocessing is needed to semantically
enrich the raw data and transform the representation of data before the identification, which
includes stroke assembling, counterpart pairing, road classification and dual network
generation. As we know, this is not special but rather common in map generalization, as
spatial data in their ordinary form are generally not suitable to be generalized directly, and
data enrichment and representation transformation are regularly required [2].
While the proposed algorithm is integrity-maintaining, dirty input can influence and
even spoil the identification. To have some idea of how significant the influence is, we
made a trial by letting the identification process run upon the uncorrected preprocessing
result. The uncorrected preprocessing result and the corresponding identification result are
shown in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. In Figure 15, the nineteen labels of the complex
junctions to be identified are in three grey levels. White stands for exact identification,
light grey for various degree of inexactness, and dark grey for misses. As can be seen, ten
were identified exactly, and eight inexactly, and one is missed. In addition, four artefact
ones were mistakenly identified, which were highlighted and labeled with red numbers on
the map. By comparing Figure 14 with Figures 9 and 15 with Figure 12, it is not difficult
to figure out that all of the inexact identification was due to imperfect stroke assembling.
Additionally, all of the missed and artefact complex junctions were due to misclassification
of roads, although some of the classification errors were related to the mistakes in stroke
assembling. There were also dual-line pairing errors, but they did not manifest themselves
in the result of this trial of identification.
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Figure 14. The test dataset and its preprocessing result without manual correction. The map used the same symbolization
as that of Figure 9 except for the random stroke colors. The end points of the road segments of the raw data are represented
by the light grey dots. The nineteen complex junctions to be identified are labeled from one to nineteen. The rough extents
of the complex junctions are circled with the dashed ellipses. The strokes assembled are uniquely colored using a random
coloring scheme. The paired dual lines are indicated by their light grey background. The secondary roads were indicated by
their yellow background.
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Figure 15. The identification result obtained from the input with errors. The nineteen labels of the complex junctions to be
identified are in three grey levels. White stands for exact identification, light grey for various degree of inexactness, and
dark grey for misses. For those inexactly identified or missed, red dashed ellipses are used to circle the extents of concern.
The four artefact complex junctions that were mistakenly identified are highlighted and labeled with the red numbers.
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The influence exposed above should be not surprising. To make it worse, there are no
known error-free algorithms for the three widely used preprocessing operations of data
enrichment, i.e., stroke assembling, counterpart pairing and road classification. That means
the result of purely software-based preprocessing would normally contain errors, which if
not corrected would significantly influence the identification. Manual check and correction
after each operation is therefore a necessity. In addition, the above trial indicates that it is
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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still so even though each step produces output of high accuracy, as the errors will propagate
and accumulate through the preprocessing flow. That also means user-friendly efficient
Figure 15. The identification result obtained from the input with errors. The nineteen labels of the complex junctions to be
tools for interactive check and correction are invaluable in production environment, and
identified are in three grey levels. White stands for exact identification, light grey for various degree of inexactness, and
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7. Conclusions
This paper presented a neat solution to the problem of identifying complex junctions.
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7. Conclusions
This paper presented a neat solution to the problem of identifying complex junctions.
In addition to preserving the integrity of complex junctions, the proposed method is free
from the troublesome threshold-setting, able to deal with different representations of roads,
and efficient. All these together make it favorable for practical use. With the boundary and
interior clearly identified, complex junctions in a road network can be properly simplified
without breaking the connectivity among roads, thereby maintaining the topological
validity of the simplified road network. What is more, such topological clarity can greatly
facilitate the geometric and semantic simplification of complex junctions [23,25,26].
This study consolidates the effectiveness of the intelligent approach to spatial data
generalization that is characterized by an appropriate combination of data enrichment,
representation transformation and pattern recognition [8,19]. Although this study is mainly
concerned with the composite pattern of complex junction, it is based on the components
that are progressively richer in semantics and more complex in structure, which in turn are
roads strokes, classified roads and the bundled counterparts of a road. Therefore, we think
all of the three operations of data enrichment (i.e., stroke assembling, road classification
and counterparts pairing) are crucial and desired to be better addressed so as to improve
the accuracy of algorithms, make reliable uncertainty estimation for effectively locating
potential errors in results, and provide interactive tools for efficiently checking results and
correcting errors.
In that regard too, the two new conceptions adopted in this study can be of use wider
than defining the composition of a complex junction. Firstly, we believe the categorization
of roads into two basic types, the primary and the secondary, is not only appropriate but
also useful in other processing and analysis of road networks. As is shown in this study,
the topological boundary of complex junctions instantly becomes clear once roads are
classified this way. In fact, we found it also very useful for better pairing the dual lines of
a dual carriageway and analyzing other patterns in road networks in our related studies
ongoing. Secondly, the concept of topological boundary may also apply to other structural
patterns in road networks besides complex junctions. For instance, street blocks may be
better delineated topologically than geometrically. We will examine such possibility in our
future studies.
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